Dear Members and Friends,

We invite recordings of 2022 Yom Hashoah commemoration programs for inclusion in our virtual program listing. There are many wonderful programs, and this would give more people an opportunity to view them. Please send the date, title, and link to GSI@genshoah.org.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

We mourn the passing of Gerda Weissmann Klein. An album was created by a member of the TPS Teachers Network, a professional social media network for educators, funded by a grant from the Library of Congress. In memoriam: Gerda Weissmann Klein (1925 – 2022)

CONFERENCES

22nd Annual Fanya Gottesfeld Heller Conference for Educators
May 10, 2022 5:00 pm ET
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

The 2022 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators
June 27 – 29, 2022
Free virtual sessions. US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Eastern European Displaced Persons, Refugees, and POWs during and after the Holocaust
September 5 – 9, 2022
Riga, Latvia

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Auschwitz Album
May 2, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

A Holocaust Survivor’s Blueprint for Happiness
May 10, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews: Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah
July 11 – 14, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights
July 5 -16, 2022
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY

Summer Virtual Institute for Teachers: Holocaust Testimony and Historical Comparisons
July 11-13, 2022
Yale University Fortunoff Archive, New Haven, CT
The Dangers Facing Helpers and Hiders of Jews: Legal and Social Aspects, During and After the Shoah
July 11 – 14, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Teaching Holocaust and Human Behavior
July 18 – 21, 2022
Facing History and Ourselves, Brookline, MA

Photography and Film During and After the Holocaust
July 23 – 28, 2022
Appalachian State University (in-person programs, but virtual access available)
Scholarship application

Contradictory Sources:
Specific Problems of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
July 31 – August 4, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

The 1st Annual Holocaust Teachers of America Symposium
Zachor Shoah: Holocaust & Human Rights Education for the 21st Century
September 9 – 11, 2022
Atlanta, GA

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – May 1, 2022—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St., Burlington, VT
Simon Wiesenthal Center traveling exhibit The Courage to Remember.

Now – May 1, 2022—Baltimore Jewish Film Festival, Baltimore, MD
The Spy Behind Home Plate about the enigmatic Morris “Moe” Berg whose career included major league baseball and spying for the Office of Strategic Services during WWII.

Now – May 5, 2022—Museum of the Holocaust, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Exhibit: Mujeres Resistentes: women who resisted the Nazis.

Now – May 6, 2022—University Libraries, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Marshalltown Public Library, Marshalltown, IA
Bismarck Veterans Memorial Public Library, Bismarck, ND
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition Americans and the Holocaust.
Now - May 8, 2022—Prime Stage Theatre—Holocaust Center of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Digital performance: The White Rose. For information and to purchase seats.

Now - May 15, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
National Yiddish Theater (Folksbiene) performances of Harmony: A New Musical by Barry Manilow & Bruce Sussman: the true story of the Comedian Harmonists, six talented young men, Jewish and gentile, who came together in 1920s Germany and took the world by storm with their blend of sophisticated close harmonies and uproarious stage antics.

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide.
This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now—May 2022—Northwest Reno Library, 2325 Robb Drive, Reno, NV
Exhibit: How Did You Survive? 50 Holocaust survivors from different countries and with different experiences are featured in this exhibit. For more: 775-787-4100.

Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN

Now – July 10, 2022—Cascadia Art Museum, Edmunds, WA
Exhibit: A Luminous Journey: The Art of Maria Frank Abrams. Maria Frank Abrams was born in Hungary, she survived the Holocaust and came to the United States in 1948. Fees.

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust.

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: Last Stop Before the Last Stop

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL

May 1 – 4, 2022—Pittsburgh Jewish Film Festival Virtual Screening, Pittsburgh, PA
Three Minutes – A Lengthening. In 1938, American tourists filmed 3 minutes of home video in the small Polish town of Nasielsk. A year later, the Nazis invaded, and the town’s Jews were sent to Treblinka.

May 1, 2022, 11:00 am MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
Yom Hashoah program: *Never Again…but How?* Program features a round table discussion with high school students and Holocaust survivors.

May 1, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Jewish Community Relations Council, **Washington, DC**
Virtual Community *Yom Hashoah v'Hagvurah Commemoration* with survivors Josie Traum.

May 1, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Citizenship Counts, **Voorhees, NY**
**Public virtual service** in memory of Gerda Weissmann Klein.

May 1, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, **Greenlawn, NY**
**Jews in Jamaica—Finding Safe Harbor**

May 1, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—**Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach**, 1933-1945 Meridian Ave, **Miami Beach, FL**
**Community Commemoration** in Memory of the Six Million Jewish Men, Women and Children who perished in the Holocaust & Tribute to those who survived. For more: Lshukrie@gmjf.org

May 1, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Berman Center for the Performing Arts, 6600 W. Maple Rd, **Bloomfield Township, MI**
**Lenore Marwil Detroit Jewish Film Festival** presents *Three Minutes – A Lengthening*. The three minutes of footage explored in this extraordinary film are the only moving images left of the Jewish inhabitants of Nasielsk before the Holocaust.

May 1, 2022, 7:00 pm IDT—Bar Ilan University, **Ramat Gan, Israel**
Online event: *Living Next to Poland's Material Jewish Traces After the Holocaust* Yechiel Weizman explores what happened to the thousands of abandoned Jewish cemeteries and places of worship that remained in Poland after the Holocaust, asking how postwar society in small, provincial towns perceived, experienced, and interacted with the physical traces of former Jewish neighbors.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**Film Screening and Discussion**: Filmmaker **Sophie Parens** tells the story of her grandfather, Holocaust survivor Dr. Henri Parens, z"l in the documentary *Zaida*, followed by a conversation with Sophie.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
Virtual webinar: *Getting the Children Out: Forgotten Rescuers of the Kindertransport*.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, **Seattle, WA**
**Hitler's Courts: The Misuse of Executive and Judicial Power** with Joshua Greene.

May 3, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, **Pittsburgh, PA**

May 3, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—92nd Street Y, **New York, NY**
Book launch: *Getting Through It: My Year of Cancer during Covid* with author Helen Epstein and Dr. Ira Brenner. Discussion includes resilience as learned from their Holocaust survivor parents. Fees.

May 5, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

*Nazi Billionaires* Book Talk with author David de Jong.

May 8, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Yeshiva University, New York, NY

**What is the Holocaust Today?** Museum curator and public historian Mr. Yitzchak Mais, will speak about public history and the ever-evolving field of museology in his talk *Remembering the Holocaust in Museums: What are We Remembering?* [Watch on zoom >>]

May 9, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terra Haute, IN

**Wrestling with Memory**

May 11, 2022, 3:30 pm ET——Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL

**Online Meet the Author** series: Bernice Lerner’s *All the Horrors of War* which tells the story of her mother, an Auschwitz survivor.

May 11, 2022, 4:00 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK

**Virtual Student Revision: Democracy and Nazism: The Nazi Dictatorship**

May 11, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK

**We Fight Fascists: The 43 Group and their Forgotten Battle for Post-War Britain**.

May 11, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY

Memory Keepers *GenerationsForward Story Hour* with granddaughter of survivors, Monica Mandell.

May 11, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY

**The Three Lives of Philip Markowicz** shared by his grandson Steven Markowicz.

May 12, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Leo Baeck Institute, New York, NY

**Writing the Story: Exploring family Holocaust Memoir**. Helen Epstein and Ariana Neumann, both children of Holocaust survivors, who have written about their families during the Holocaust.

May 15, 2022, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA

**Bringing Holocaust History to Life: The Power of Personal Stories** with Joanne Gilbert, author of *Women of Valor: Female Resistors to the Third Reich* and *A Victory for Miriam! The Little Jewish Girl Who Defied the Nazis*, and Mark Newhouse, author of *The Devil’s Bookkeepers*. Click [here](#) to join Zoom meeting.

May 15, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, Israel

May 15, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Leo Baeck Institute, New York, NY  
**Alice’s Book: How the Nazis Stole My Grandmother’s Cookbook** with author Karina Urbach.

May 15, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY  
**Saving Italy—The Rescue of Nazi-Looted Art**

May 15, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—The Generations After, Washington, DC  
Zoom discussion:  **What is the Future of Holocaust Education?** Presentation followed by Q & A with educators Nikki Korsen and Jennifer Lemberg.

May 15, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Oheb Shalom Congregation, 170 Scotland Rd, South Orange, NJ  
**45th Annual SOMA Interfaith Remembrance Service** with guest speaker Anne Millman, in person and live stream. Annual March of Remembrance at 3:00 pm, assemble at Spiotta Park, corner of South Orange Ave and Village Plaza.

May 17, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Dipson Amherst Theater, 3500 Main St, Buffalo, NY  
**Buffalo Jewish Film Festival** presents **Three Minutes – A Lengthening.** In 1938, American tourists filmed 3 minutes of home video in the small Polish town of Nasielsk. A year later, the Nazis invaded, and the town’s Jews were sent to Treblinka.

May 18, 2022, 6:10 pm ET—DC JCC, 1529 16th St. NW, Washington, DC  
**Washington Jewish Film Festival** presents **Three Minutes – A Lengthening.** The three minutes of footage explored in this extraordinary film are the only moving images left of the Jewish inhabitants of Nasielsk, Poland, before the Holocaust.

May 19, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
Online: **Book & author: The Ratline: The Exalted Life and Mysterious Death of a Nazi Fugitive** with Phillippe Sands. Fees.

May 19, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK  
Hybrid event: **The Future of Holocaust History.**

May 19, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Temple De Hirsch Sinai, Seattle, WA  
In person and online: **A Conversation with Dara Horn**, author of **People Love Dead Jews.**

May 20 – July 1, 2022—Braswell Memorial Public Library, Rocky Mount, NC  
Saint Peter Public Library, Saint Peter, MN  
Bozeman Public Library, Bozeman, MT  
Pendleton Public Library, Pendleton, OR  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition **Americans and the Holocaust.**

May 22, 2022, 1:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
On site program: **Film screening: Speer Goes to Hollywood** about Albert Speer. Fees.
May 25, 2022, 4:00 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, **London, UK**

**Virtual Student Revision: Democracy and Nazism: The Racial State**

May 25 & 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

*Music From Auschwitz*, a series of two evening concerts, in person or livestream.

May 26, 2022, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, **London, UK**

*Hybrid book talk: Alice’s Book – Karina Urbach* in conversation with **Lord Daniel Finkelstein**

May 29, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Briggs Opera House, 5 So. Main St, **White River Junction, VT**

*White River Indie Film Festival* presents *Three Minutes – A Lengthening*. The three minutes of footage explored in this extraordinary film are the only moving images left of the Jewish inhabitants of Nasielsk, Poland, before the Holocaust.

June 8, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Avalon Theater, 5612 Connecticut Ave NW, **Washington, DC**

Screening of *Winter Journey* with **Martin Goldsmith**. Based on American radio host Martin Goldsmith’s book – *The Inextinguishable Symphony* – about his parents, Jewish musicians who fled Nazi Germany. Buy [tickets](#).

July 1, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

Opening of the new core exhibition *The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do*.

July 18 – August 29, 2022—*Independence Public Library* (Independence, KS)

*Watertown Regional Library* (Watertown, SD)

*Laramie County Library System* (Cheyenne, WY)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

---

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

- [Beit Theresienstadt Dapei Kesher](#)
- [Gratz College Spring 2022 Holocaust Education Newsletter](#)
- [Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club](#)
- [Yad Vashem April 5, 2022](#)
- [Yad Vashem April 12, 2022](#)
- [Yad Vashem April 19, 2022](#)
- [Yad Vashem April 25, 2022](#)

**FYI...** May 12-22, 2022 JxJ returns with an all-new lineup of international films, music, and artist conversations, presented throughout DC, Bethesda, and Silver Spring! The 2022 slate includes 60 films from 15 countries, and 10 concerts with musicians hailing from Israel, Canada,
Ethiopia and the US, as well as a robust lineup of programs centered on stories of the Holocaust and Holocaust survivors. Browse our featured WWII and Holocaust stories at https://www.jxjdc.org/WWII

**FYI…** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

- March 31, 2022: Zicharon Basalon/Bringing Testimony Home
- April 3, 2022: Survival on the Margins: Polish Jewish Refugees in the Wartime Soviet Union
- April 4, 2022: Holocaust by Bullets and Relevance to Modern Genocides: Father Patrick Desbois
- April 5, 2022: Father Patrick Desbois Yahad-In Unum
- April 6, 2022: Fires of Hate: How the Nazis Targeted Books and Free Thinking
- April 13, 2022: Confronting the Complexity of Holocaust Scholarship: Reflections on the Past, Present, and Future of Holocaust Studies
- April 14, 2022: Book talk with Faris Cassell, “The Unanswered Letter”
- April 19, 2022: Tsivia Lubetkin and Yitzhak Zuckerman, remembered by Eyal Menashes Zuckerman
- April 19, 2022: Community-Wide Yom HaShoah Commemoration and Remembrance with Maud Dahme
- April 20, 2022: Compelling Conversations with Tali Nates
- April 24, 2022: The Last Years of Yitzhak Katzenelson
- April 24, 2022: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: Dubai
- April 24, 2022: Watch the Museum's Annual Gathering of Remembrance, our Yom HaShoah tribute, here (MJHNY)
- April 24, 2022: Las Vegas Yom Hashoah Commemoration with Tali Nates
- April 26, 2022: US Holocaust Memorial Museum 2022 Days of Remembrance Commemoration
- April 26, 2022: JPEF's 2022 Yom HaShoah V'HaGevurah Commemoration - Featuring Jewish Partisans
- April 26, 2022: An Evening of Holocaust Remembrance at Chapman University
- April 27, 2022: Live broadcast of Holocaust Remembrance Day 2022 Opening Ceremony at Yad Vashem
- April 27, 2022: Erev Yom Hashoah Program International March of the Living
- April 27, 2022: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Peter Gorog
- April 27, 2022: MOTL – Erev Yom HaShoah program
- April 27, 2022: Folksbiene Artistic Director Zalmen Mlotek’s Yom Hashoah Remarks
- April 27, 2022: Rekindling from the Ashes
- April 28, 2022: Yom Hashoah March of the Living
April 28, 2022: Yom HaShoah/Acharei Mos: Keep Singing

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International

Jewish Agency CEO: Ukraine Jewish refugee crisis largest since Holocaust
Ensuring survivors’ rights is still very difficult - opinion
On Poland-Ukraine Border, the Past Is Always Present. It’s Not Always Predictive.
Ukraine invasion evokes WWII traumas in Poland | DW | 20.04.2022
Holocaust Museums In 4 Countries Condemn Russia's Actions In Ukraine -As War Crimes
Holocaust survivors filled out nearly 200,000 claims with Project HEART. Then they heard nothing.
Extraordinary story of hiding places used by WWII Jews revealed in powerful new exhibition
100 Holocaust Survivors Ask World to ‘Remember’ in ‘100 Words’ Video Project
‘March of the Living’ Resumes After 2-Year Hiatus: ‘Almost the Last Opportunity to March With Holocaust Survivors’
March of the Living resumes in person with only eight Holocaust survivors
March of the Living resumes, but it may be the last year Holocaust survivors attend
I'm joining this year's March of the Living. It may be the last to include survivors
Annual Holocaust march faces major challenge as survivors pass away
Ukrainian refugees to join March of Living at Auschwitz for first post-COVID commemoration
March of the Living Invites Family of Victims of Antisemitic Attacks in Pittsburgh, Mumbai, Toulouse
Marching in Auschwitz – Birkenau is vital to show the world that we are here
The here and now of Holocaust remembrance
This Holocaust Remembrance Day - We Must Remember The Jewish Property That Was Looted
Survivor's Son Moved By German Town's Memorial To His Mother
Famous figures whose family members survived the Holocaust

Nuremberg Prosecutor “Heartbroken” Over Ukraine

‘It takes time’: Last surviving Nuremberg prosecutor speaks on legacy of trials today

How genocide is defined—and why it’s so difficult to prove

From Sinai to Auschwitz: Heroes to Inspire our war against antisemitism

A Nazi Soldier Stole a Watch in 1942. It Turned Up 80 Years Later

Pocket watch stolen by Nazi soldier during World War II found; pic surfaces

History’s cruelest despots and dictators

Global Jewish population not yet recovered from World War II, according to Israeli data

Ukraine, Israel and the meaning of ‘never again’

B’nai B’rith, KKL-JNF to honor Jews who rescued fellow Jews during Holocaust

What is the best way to commemorate the Holocaust - opinion

Remember!

Prioritize the defense of living Jews while honoring the Six Million

A post-Holocaust question: Why does the war against the Jews continue?

The Holocaust in terms of clip culture - opinion

When classical music was an alibi

Fact check: False claim that George Soros wanted in Russia, declared terrorist in China

Australia

Swastika Drawn on Australian Soccer Field Remains for Weeks, Sparks Outcry From Grandson of Holocaust Survivor

Austria

Austrian Court Sentences Neo-Nazi Brothers Behind Infamous ‘Judas Watch’ Website to Lengthy Jail Terms

The Bar Mitzvah Gift that Survived the Holocaust

Belgium

Belgian state TV apologizes for video parodying ‘Schindler’s List’

Brazil

Andor Stern, recognized as the only Brazilian-born Holocaust survivor, dies at 94

Canada

Canada set to outlaw Holocaust denial

Canada to outlaw Holocaust denial, downplaying of Nazi persecution of Jews
Canada's Special Envoy Discusses Combatting Rise In Antisemitism
Children in the crosshairs: The lasting, chilling effect of the Fuhrer

China
Why Chinese media keeps referencing the Holocaust
Chinese media keeps referencing the Holocaust – here’s why

Croatia
The Auschwitz of the Balkans

Germany
German Bundestag president to tour Yad Vashem, take part in Yom Hashoah events
Germany’s President Steinmeier meets Ukrainian Holocaust survivors
Ukrainian Holocaust Survivors Flee Russia's War To Germany
Holocaust survivors find refuge from Ukraine in Germany
Ukrainian Holocaust survivors flee war again – this time to Germany
They survived the Holocaust. Now, they are fleeing to Germany
Germany welcome Ukraine's Jews, 77 years after the Holocaust
Ukraine's Jews Find Remarkable Refuge In Germany 77 Years After The Holocaust
Is ‘Never Again’ an Empty Promise?
Why did women vote for Hitler? Long-forgotten essays hold some answers
Soaring Antisemitic Outrages in Germany Are ‘Tip of the Iceberg,’ Intelligence Chief Warns
“The Jews were in shock…” – A Nazi View of Kristallnacht
Survivors mark 77 years of liberation of Buchenwald Nazi concentration camp | DW |
‘Nazi Billionaires’ Review: Reichsmark Uber Alles
In the Room Where German Tycoons Agreed to Fund Hitler’s Rise To Power
They are the heirs of Nazi fortunes, and they aren’t apologizing
93-Year-Old Holocaust Denier Sent Back To Jail
93-year-old German Holocaust denier nicknamed the ‘Nazi Grandma’ sentenced to a year in jail
93-year-old German jailed again for denying Holocaust
Germany again jails 93-year-old woman for Holocaust denial
Germany: Holocaust Denier, 93, Sentenced To Year In Prison
Germany conducts nationwide raids on neo-Nazi groups – DW
Berlin Senate Approves New Plan to Combat Antisemitism and Anti-Zionism
‘The Newspaper Axis’ Review: Hitler’s Editorial Allies
Artifact on Display at German Museum to Return to Jewish Heirs, Decades After Seizure by Nazis
Helmut Sonneberg: A spellbinder's story of survival, no longer kept secret
Hitler's 'Perfect Aryan Baby
Operation Mincemeat: The incredible plot that tricked Hitler
Five Best: Books on Berlin

Hungary
More Orban or a party with a neo-Nazi record? Hungary’s Jews don’t like their choices in this week’s election.

Iran
Iranian Media Outlets Issue New Outburst of Holocaust Denial on Yom HaShoah

Israel
Sirens bring Israel to a standstill to mark Holocaust Remembrance Day
Israel halts for Holocaust day, honors 6 million Jews killed (msn.com)
Sirens blare as Israel honors Holocaust victims
The Development of the “final Solution”
The Einsatzgruppen and the Beginning of the Systematic Murder - aish.com
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Meet Yad Vashem's 6 torchlighters
Ukrainian Holocaust Survivors Find Shelter in Israel
Ukraine Holocaust survivors land in Israel on eve of Holocaust remembrance day
In Israel, some Holocaust survivors from Ukraine feel ambivalent about their war-torn country of birth
He helped save 10,000 Jews from the Nazis; his family only found out 63 years later
As Israel Marks Yom HaShoah, PM Bennett Stresses Holocaust as ‘Unprecedented Event in Human History’
Bennett: Not even the most difficult wars today are like the Holocaust
Head of German parliament arrives in Israel to commemorate Holocaust Remembrance Day
‘Memory is not a thing of the past’: Israeli, German leaders mark Yom HaShoah, recite names of Holocaust victims
German representatives attend Israel's Holocaust commemoration | DW | 28.04.2022
IDF General Staff visits Yad Vashem for day of Holocaust education
Yad Vashem's Newest Holocaust Education Center - IDF Recruits Learn Why They Fight
Yad Vashem to dedicate Holocaust memorial center in northern Israel
Israel’s top influencers connect youth with Holocaust survivors via Instagram
Back from Berlin where every day was Holocaust Remembrance Day
Is the Holocaust different from other genocides in history? - survey
Woman who drew up Schindler’s lists during Holocaust dies at 107
Mimi Reinhardt Dies Aged 107: Schindler’s List-Maker Secretary Helped Save Hundreds Of Jews During World War II
Mimi Reinhardt, who typed up Schindler’s List as the industrialist’s secretary during the Holocaust, dies at age 107
Mimi Reinhardt, ‘Schindler’s List’ secretary whose typing helped save hundreds of Jews, dies at 107
She typed up Schindler’s list — and, in so doing, showed how a secretary could become a hero
Yad Vashem now display a spoon that saved a Jew’s life in Mauthausen camp
National library puts rare, historic haggadahs online
Heirs of Holocaust victim sue Israel Museum over rare medieval hagaddah
Holocaust Survivors Ask Israel Museum to Return One-of-a-Kind Haggadah
The Mitzvah of Memory
Zachor: Why we must remember - opinion
Holocaust Remembrance Day? We’ve Already Forgotten
Bennett on Yom Hashoah: ‘We cannot allow gene of factionalism dismantle Israel’
Israeli Actor Michael Aloni on ‘Jewish Revenge’ at US Premiere of ‘Plan A’ Film About Holocaust Survivors’ Plot Against Germans
Documentary With Adolf Eichmann’s ‘Lost Confession’ to Premiere in Israel
56% Of Israeli Youth Do Not Know Who Mordechai Anielewicz is - Poll
Holocaust Inversion: Unmasking the False Comparisons of Palestinians to the Holocaust

Italy
To Remain a Jew: The Untold Story of Luciano Camerino - aish.com
The street that Hitler wanted to erase from history

Lithuania
How 80 years ago, Jewish teens rescued the Kaunas Ghetto’s holy books
Holocaust memorial in Lithuania defaced with symbols of Russia's war in Ukraine

Peru
Perú’s Prime Minister cites Hitler as a Model, stirring outrage

Poland
Auschwitz-Birkenau: A Day in the Worst Nazi Concentration Camp - aish.com
Jewish man feels the past calling on him to help

Jewish man shelters refugees to honor those who saved his own family from the Holocaust

Polish-Jewish journalist quits newspaper after it demands different description of ‘neo-Nazi’ Ukrainian militia

‘Glory to the Heroes’: Warsaw Marks 79th Anniversary of Jewish Fighters’ Ghetto Uprising

Polish President To Join March Of The Living

Polish Museum Tour Highlights Horrors Of The Holocaust

Russia

Why is Putin accusing Ukrainians of being Nazis?
Fact check: Putin's claims justifying war in Ukraine are baseless, experts say

What Russian TV wouldn’t let me say (about Putin and the Holocaust)

A soldier wearing Nazi imagery was given a medal by a Russia-backed separatist republic for killing Ukrainian ‘nationalists’

Slovakia

Slovak far-right leader sentenced for sympathy to neo-Nazism

UK

Bio Pic of ‘British Schindler’ Seals His Place in History

Controversy Over Nazi-Looted Items on Display at Reopened Scotland Museum

Police probe ‘Nazi salute’ at Jewish train passenger wearing Ukraine badge

Memories from both world wars are brought to life in color photos

When Jewish kids fled Nazis, UK families took them in. Now they share their stories

London Exhibit Spotlights Nazi Holocaust Photos Alongside Perspective of Victims

Iby Knill: Leeds Holocaust Survivor Dies At 98

Guernsey marks Holocaust Memorial Day with service

Why the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism Is Important on Campus

Airline deletes Holocaust-related ad from social media after facing backlash

A British soccer fan said his Nazi salute was a wave hello. Authorities weren’t buying it.

Ukraine

Video Rescuing Holocaust survivors in Ukraine

The Holocaust Memorial Undone by Another War

Russians Deploying 'Mobile Crematoriums' to Cover Up Tracks, Ukraine Says
‘The new Auschwitz’: Bodies of 10,000 Ukrainians incinerated in mobile crematoriums. Russian crematoria operating in Ukrainian city to cover war crimes, says mayor

Shoah Foundation shares ‘lost’ testimony of Holocaust survivor killed in Ukraine

Shoah Foundation shares ‘lost’ testimony of Holocaust survivor who died in Mariupol

91-year-old Holocaust Survivor Perishes in Mariupol Basement

Holocaust survivor, 91, dead in Mariupol - reports

Holocaust survivor dies in Mariupol basement during Russian attack

She Survived In A Basement As Nazis Took Her Family. 81 Years Later, She Died In A Basement As Russia Bombed Her City

Holocaust survivor, who evaded Nazi capture by hiding underground, died in ‘unbearably cold’ Mariupol basement amid Russian bombing, reports say

Woman Who Hid from Nazis in Basement as a Girl Dies at 91 While Hiding from Russians. Family Says

Jewish Survivor of Mariupol’s Nazi Occupation Dies in Russian Takeover

Pre-Pesach Rescue of Three Holocaust Survivors From Ukraine Is a Sign of Hope

Holocaust Survivors Have Been Fleeing Ukraine amid the Russian Invasion: ‘Fears Crept Up Again’

Forced To Flee The Nazis As A Baby, This Holocaust Survivor Is Running From Her Home Again

Op-Ed: Ukraine can find inspiration from its resilient Jewish community

Girl in the red coat from ‘Schindler’s List’ aiding Ukrainian refugees

Russian army raped woman and burned Swastika on her body, Ukraine claims

The Other History of the Holocaust

A Ukrainian director’s documentary about Babyn Yar massacre of Jews lands in an unanticipated context

Kaddish in the Opera: Odessa 2022

‘What would this Ukrainian like for her 100th birthday? That Putin will die’

Israeli weapon seen used by Neo-Nazi Ukrainian unit against Russia

USA

Biden Vows to Combat Holocaust Denial in Commemoration Proclamation

Ben Ferencz, the last living Nuremberg prosecutor, turns 102

Ben Ferencz, 103, Prosecutor Of Nuremberg Trials With Awarded Medal Of Freedom

‘We have not yet learned’: Last Nuremberg prosecutor awarded Governor’s Medal of Freedom at FAU

Congress members join Holocaust survivors in reading names of the murdered
NY Gov. Kathy Hochul announces $2.6 million to aid state’s Holocaust survivors

Jamie Raskin slams Marjorie Taylor Greene for likening NATO allies to Nazis

SCOTUS sides with family suing Spain over art taken by Nazis in 9-0 ruling

US Supreme Court Unanimously Sides With Jewish Family Who Owned Pissarro Painting Taken by Nazis

Supreme Court revives lawsuit involving a multi-million-dollar French painting, Nazis and Spanish museum

Supreme Court Revives San Diego Man’s Fight Over Painting Stolen by Nazis

Supreme Court rules heirs to a Jewish art dealer can use US courts to recover a painting taken by the Nazis

Supreme Court Backs Jewish Family in Nazi Looting Dispute

Supreme Court sides with German Jewish heirs in case over art stolen by Nazis

Nazi victims’ heirs get high court win over stolen Pissarro

Spain museum confident it can keep painting stolen by Nazis

New York City still includes 2 French Nazi collaborators in its Canyon of Heroes. Why?

New York City Still Celebrates Two French Nazi Collaborators. Why?

Monet painting sold by Jewish owner after fleeing Nazis to be auctioned after settlement with his heirs

Missing since World War II, an early Money painting could now fetch $25 million at auction

Claude Monet Painting Heads to Auction After Legal Settlement

Psychedelic therapist allegedly took millions from Holocaust survivor

US Senate Finally Confirms Deborah Lipstadt as Antisemitism Envoy

Senate unanimously confirms Deborah Lipstadt as antisemitism monitor

Arizona votes to adopt IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Alaska Becomes 25th US State to Adopt Leading Definition of Antisemitism

X-ray of Hitler skull headlines massive Nazi auction

Gosar says his appearance at white nationalist conference was due to ‘miscommunication’ from his staff

Rep. Paul Gosar is being promoted as a 'special guest' at an upcoming white nationalist event scheduled on Hitler's birthday

Tennessee Republican Says Hitler’s Rise to Power After Homelessness Should Inspire Us

Tennessee senator uses Adolf Hitler as example for homeless people

GOP lawmaker: Hitler should serve as an inspiration to homeless people
Fox News Anchor Confronts Tom Cotton for His Ketanji Brown Jackson Nazi Attack
Washington Post Publishes Op-Ed by Mariam Barghouti, Who Compared Israel to Nazi Germany
J.D.Vance worried Trump was ‘America’s Hitler’ in text shared by roommate
Gerda Weissmann Klein Dies: Holocaust Survivor, Presidential Medal Of Freedom Recipient, And Subject Of Oscar-Winning Film ‘One Survivor Remembers,’ Was 97
Remembering Gerda Weissmann Klein - USC Shoah,
Gerda Weissmann Klein, Holocaust survivor who became author, humanitarian and subject of Oscar-winning film, dies at 97
Remembering Holocaust survivor, author and Oscar winner Gerda Weissmann Klein, a ‘testament to tenacity’
'I think we should always have hope': Holocaust survivor Gerda Weissmann Klein dies at 97 in Phoenix
Gerda Weissman Klein, Holocaust Survivor, Dies At 97
Holocaust survivor Gerda Weissmann Klein dead at 97
Holocaust survivor, Presidential Medal of Freedom winner Gerda Weissmann Klein dies at 97
Gerda Weissmann Klein, 97, Holocaust survivor who turned horror into compassion
Holocaust survivor, subject of Oscar and Emmy-winning film, dies at 97
Gerda Weissmann and Kurt Klein: A Holocaust survival love story
Holocaust survivor, Dallas museum co-founder dies at 94
"Thank You For Being My Friend, Max." - Reflecting On the Life Of 94-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Max Glauben
Beloved Holocaust Survivor Max Glauben Dies at 94
Max Glauben, R.I.P.
Remembering Max Glauben
Stephanie Hill: I Choose Joy
Combatting Loneliness, Poverty, and Trauma in the Lives of Holocaust Survivors
We’re losing the last generation of Holocaust survivors. Can AI keep their stories alive?
As Our Generation Loses Holocaust Survivors, Zapruder Recognizes The Importance Of Their Diaries
Holocaust survivors reunite after 79 years
‘You are my brother.’ They survived the Holocaust, and found each other 79 years later
'You are alive!': Holocaust survivors reunite 79 years later in Boca Raton
Holocaust survivor looks back at fleeing to Ukraine during WWII
As a Holocaust survivor, I am in angst over what’s going on in Ukraine

Opinion: I survived the Holocaust. Here’s what it taught me about human nature and life.

This Holocaust Survivor Has a Message for Elon Musk

Holocaust survivors celebrate Passover during Temple Sinai event in Palm Desert

San Jose Holocaust honors righteous diplomats who saved Jews – J.

This punk rock legend survived the Holocaust – and she’s still singing and fighting

Holocaust survivor freed from Auschwitz writes symphonic poem that will be performed Wednesday at Carnegie Hall

Symphonic Poem ‘Auschwitz’ by Greek Holocaust Survivor to Debut at Carnegie Hall Concert

Letters to the Editor: Schools are barely teaching the Holocaust. Survivors have stepped up

New Jersey Holocaust Survivors Share Their Stories, Inspiring Hope in New Generations

Photographer Jim Herrington on His Portraits of NJ Holocaust Survivors

‘Yom Hashoah: A Day to Remember’ online program to feature survivor’s ordeals

Jewish Federations focus on survivors from former Soviet Union in Yom Hashoah event

Daughter of Holocaust survivors shines light on family’s dark secrets

‘3Gs,’ grandkids of Holocaust survivors, retell grandparents’ stories as own legacy

Boston couple plans to build city’s first Holocaust museum

Couple plans to build first Holocaust museum in Boston

Boston is getting a Holocaust museum, thanks to a couple with a passion for Holocaust education

Virginia museum unveils memorial honoring child victims of the Holocaust

Orlando’s Holocaust museum is getting a huge expansion

‘Real-time’ testimonials from survivors to highlight new Orlando Holocaust center

New Jewish Museum Exhibit on Holocaust to Feature 700 Artifacts, Including Stories of Ukrainian Jews

Cincinnati Holocaust Museum receives $18 million anonymous donation

Jewish Museum Exhibit Explores the History of an Author and Looted Holocaust Property

'We Must Stand Up': Baldwin Teacher Named 2021-2022 Holocaust Educator Of The Year

Chicago park becomes namesake of German poet killed in the Holocaust

Villagers, community remember Holocaust

Daf Yomi in Post-War Europe

Looking Back And Looking Into The Future: Holocaust Remembrance Day

Miriam Rosenbloom: Memories Of The Holocaust - A Vermonter’s Story Of Friendship Uncovered

'This is how you're going to change the world': Using Holocaust education to end bullying
In the Shadow of War: When Stan Lee and Dr. Seuss Battled Fascism

Holocaust survivor addresses USF fraternities and sororities

'Definitely Not Going To Forget,' Holocaust Survivors Tell Their Stories To Miami Students

Silverman: Denver's Babi Yar Park is a hidden gem and a moving monument to Holocaust victims

Holocaust Memorial Plaza to be unveiled Sunday at King David Memorial Cemetery

Nevada's first Holocaust Memorial Plaza to open Sunday (8newsnow.com)

Nevada’s first Holocaust Memorial Plaza opens in Las Vegas

Las Vegas’ first Holocaust memorial to honor victims, survivors

6 Million Steps event in Las Vegas seeks to preserve memory of Holocaust

In 'Russian doll,' inherited Holocaust trauma spills through generations -- via time travel

Operation Mincemeat and the Holocaust

Part XXV: Criticism of Rabbi Wise

Part XXVI: Conclusion to Press Report

Germany and the Jews: From Casual Social Hatred to Annihilation

European Jewry before the Shoah

It’s a mistake to ban Holocaust denial

Holocaust survivors to pass torch of remembrance to next generation

Inside Starling Lab, a moonshot project to preserve the world’s most important information

The Survivor’s Club

10 minutes with Barry Manilow: The iconic singer dishes on bringing his Nazi-era musical to NYC

Iconic singer Barry Manilow dishes on bringing his Nazi-era musical to NYC

Marvin Chomsky, director of the influential TV miniseries ‘Holocaust,’ dies at 92

‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’ Set Holocaust Education Back by Decades. Now It’s Getting a Sequel

Heirloom: 8mm film of our family seder in 1932

New Documentary “They Survived Together” Reveals price of Survival

Ken Burns’ next documentary is about the US response to the Holocaust

Liev Schreiber to Star in Series on Dutch Woman Who Sheltered Anne Frank’s Family During Holocaust

Liev Schreiber will play Anne Frank’s father in new Disney+ series

Ben Foster pulls no punches playing a Holocaust-survivor-turned-boxer in HBO’s new movie

Actor Ben Foster on Body Transformation for Holocaust Biopic, Having Nightmares About Nazi Concentration Camp
The Boxer of Auschwitz: Fight or be Killed

Behind Boxing Film ‘The Survivor,’ A Personal History of Post Holocaust Trauma

Cantor’s Song Recorded Decades Ago Lands Him a Role in ‘The Survivor’

Making the Survivor

Sharing Family Secrets

Netflix’s ‘Russian Doll’ features a Hungarian ‘Gold Train’ filled with Nazi loot. What’s the real story?

‘Lost’ and ‘Watchmen’ Screenwriter Damon Lindelof gets emotional learning about his family’s tragic Holocaust story

Op-Ed: At my high school, the Holocaust is barely taught in history class. That scares me

Holocaust Remembrance Day gathering in Sharon ‘marks a lesson for all humanity’

Holocaust commemoration ceremony, religious leaders share stories of strength

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Aims Community College professor connects civil religion to Hitler’s rise

New York Times Highlights Book Portraying German Children as World War II ‘Victims’

Book Review: The Last Letter: A Daughter Explores Her Inherited Trauma from the Holocaust

New Holocaust book tells story of Columbia survivors

First Captain America Comic Sold for Over $3 Million at Auction

Holocaust Sand Art

Neo-Nazi Provocateurs Target Historically Jewish Neighborhood in Pittsburgh During Passover Flyer Campaign

Charlotte, NC University Investigating Series of Swastikas Found in Dorms

Florida man defaces Miami Holocaust memorial with own blood

Photos of Adolf Hitler found outside homes in Boca Raton

Hitler flyers left in driveways in Boca Raton

‘Schindler’s List’ leggings? Clothes with images from the Holocaust movie go viral on social media

E-commerce site Redbubble restricts ‘Schindler’s List’ design after leggings go viral

Rutgers Jewish Fraternity Egged During Yom HaShoah Ceremony for Second Straight Year, After House Targeted by Anti-Israel Protesters

***************

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.
We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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